
Dialogue over 2014 following the Towards a Science of Consciousness 
Conference, Tuscon, Arizona, 2014 between
Stuart Hameroff MD and Nigel Reading RIBA:
The role of shared Asynsis geometries in two rival leading theories of consciousness, the classical computational Phi-
Integrated Information Theory of Giulio Tononi and the quantum computational Orchestrated Objective Reduction Theory of 
Roger Penrose & Stuart Hameroff - can their common Asynsis geometries be the bridge?

(In reverse chronological order, from December to April 2014)
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Nigel

Wow Stuart,

You sure have responded - good on you & many thanks!

Stuart

You touched a nerve (actually, the microtubules inside the nerve)

Nigel

A couple of quick points to clarify and initially respond (as this is a hectic time of year for all of us, no doubt):

1. Housekeeping: Do you actually mean "Pi" or "Phi" in the following (you often refer to Phi/Fibonacci dimer-firing patterns elsewhere)?

"Stuart

Each E=h/t moment produces a 'quale'. Qualia space is in the configuration of pi stacks in microtubules resonant with qualia space in spacetime geometry vibrations.

Why do we need their IIT/Phi?"

Stuart

Here I definitely mean pi, as in pi electronic cloud resonance, the home of quantum effects in biology. See my chapter '

'That's life! The geometry of pi electron resonance clouds' in Paul Davies book on quantum biology  a few years ago.

http://www.quantumconsciousness.org/sites/default/files/Thats%20Life%20-%20Geometry%20of%20Pi%20Electron%20Clouds.pdf

When McFadden and the other guy talk about quantum effects in DNA hydrogen bonds, they're ignoring the 'pi stack' of electron resonance clouds down the middle of the double helix. 

Resonance clouds in brain proteins are where anaesthetics act to erase consciousness.

Pi resonance in microtubules is where consciousness is.The 'quantum underground'.

Look up the Meyer-Overton correlation. 

Nigel

2. No I haven't seen Arniban's latest (being a gentleman amateur and all), but I'm delighted for you all again. 

Stuart

http://www.nature.com/srep/2014/141203/srep07303/full/srep07303.html

Its shows that megahertz stimulation triggers microtubule assembly without GTP, that megahertz vibrations are essential to microtubule functions. In his previous, they showed its a quantum effect. He has another dozen 
papers in the pipeline. He coined the fractal frequency term.

Nigel

So here's more seasonal Quantum Biology delight for you from the New Scientist "Life on the Edge" review (plus links to the original-source quantum biology researchers) BTW: 

http://www.newscientist.com/article/mg22429950.700#.VIrB_GSUd8k

Stuart

All interesting but missing the point entirely. Quantum biology is in the pi stacks, the quantum underground

Nigel

Yes their Phi is both the Golden mean/ratio (page 164 of Tononi's Phi book has Galileo citing it as the elementary, irreducible seed heuristic) and also it's a profoundly-related complexity measure.
Check out the Wikipedia page for mathematical relations associated with the fabled Φ: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phi

Stuart

Thats what I thought but Dave Chalmers doesn't think Tononi Phi has anything  do with Golden mean. There's lots of Golden mean Phi in microtubules. 

Nigel

Phi geometry is also "elementary" to the E8 geometry-led ToE btw, which is covered in my latest blog post following a fruitful trip to Maui to meet and hang out with Garrett Lisi (I'm quoting him on this,
his links are the clincher).

https://asynsis.wordpress.com/2014/11/15/asynsis-e8-elementary-simple-beautiful/

Stuart

Phi is in twistors also. 
I'm skeptical of this Lie symmetry stuff requiring a zillion dimensions. Roger Penrose has a book coming out late 2015 which should set it all straight.The standard model is suspect. The multiverse is bullshit.
Consciousness by Orch OR explains the anthropic principle 

Nigel

5. Finally, can I keep referencing our "frontier" conversation on my blog again? 

Stuart

Sure

Nigel

I'll send Giulio a link too - I'm sure they are going to have to meet you half-way, after all it looks like you're heads and they're tails in all this - but the coin's common metal is anything but base.

Stuart H

As I said, they've never acknowledged Orch OR, microtubules or quantum collapse. 
So good luck with that. 

Nigel

Once again, I really appreciate your kind interest and very valuable time in helping me to explore "architectures" in the fullest sense of the word!

PS: G'day Dave (Chalmers) - do you not do email at all then mate? ;-)

http://www.quantumconsciousness.org/sites/default/files/Thats%20Life%20-%20Geometry%20of%20Pi%20Electron%20Clouds.pdf
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Phi
https://asynsis.wordpress.com/2014/11/15/asynsis-e8-elementary-simple-beautiful/


Stuart

Good luck with that too.

Stuart

Hi Nigel

Thanks for this. I've responded to some of your points.
 

Nigel

I have to agree that Phi-IIT is basically heuristics, but Koch & Tononi are surely looking at biology too, such as neurone-firing cascades via fMRI and no doubt other scanning technologies to see if they can identify aspects 
of their predicted behaviours in the brain.

Stuart H

One would think, considering Christof is 'the world's leading neuroscientist' and Tononi has the 'world's leading theory' But they don't. Perhaps its because they know they would find more Phi in microtubules.

Nigel

I'm sorry Koch & Tononi are not taking the Aniriban MT empirical evidence on board - they should perhaps consider it actually bolsters their position - rather than undermining it. 

Stuart H

Indeed, if there's more Phi in MTs than neuronal networks, it bolsters Phi. But it bolsters 

Orch OR even more, and they are against Orch OR like the other Koch brothers are against Obamacare.  

Idealogical, and they didn't think of it first.

Have you seen Anirban's latest, published a week or so ago in a Nature journal. It shows megahertz vibrations promote microtubule assembly without GTP, that mechanical and electrical oscillations come together in 
megahertz, and that microtubules from cancer cells grow uncontrollably in response to megahertz. Microtubule megahertz Phi must be incredibly high, not that it necessarily means anything. 

Nigel

Perhaps they are hard core neo-Platonists and follow the Tegmark line that everything in physics and biology et al, can ultimately be derived from pure geometry - as he calls it, from his Level 4 Mathematical Multiverse.

Stuart H

That's Penrose, but he doesn't need any multiverse which is a bunch of bull. Tegmark is a punk gunslinger going after Penrose but he keeps missing. Roger's book, out late 2015, will explain. 

Nigel

Even so I believe Roger Penrose is also a neo-Platonist as I understand it  - so I hope there can be some middle ground there eventually.

Stuart H

Maybe, when Tegmark stops snaking Penrose, and IIT/Phi gets real.

But there's no middle ground with the multiverse. 

Nigel

The thing is, their informational geometry is quite similar to yours, which is actually physically based in the microtubules (and optimal dipole paths as qubits), and perhaps even in the E=h/t bifurcations of OR, so your 
process is indeed deeper and more fundamental, in that it all derives from a fundamental QM physics behaviour.

 

Stuart H

I agree. Maybe they should acknowledge that.

But more importantly, it involves collapse, essential to consciousness. 

Giulio and Christof are in quantum denial.

Nigel

Interesting that this schematic from Tononi's more recent paper even looks like a schematic superposition.

So maybe their classical Phi-IIT regime really should be considered to be emerging from your QG Orch OR.

Stuart H

First, does their Phi imply the Golden mean Phi, or just some complexity measure?

Second, our similar drawings are based on actual organic chemistry and biology.

Theirs are based on....what exactly?

 

 



 

Nigel

I speculate that these common optimal Penrose-Fibonacci geometries allow information to "tunnel" up and down from your Orch OR level right up through theirs and perhaps all the way down to the Planck scale and back 
up again for feedback and input-output with the environment.

Which would perhaps make the brain a kind of metaphoric holographic transceiver, with the MTs as the QG-frequency tuned “antennae”?

That's what you and Roger Penrose appear to me to be ultimately saying - 

Stuart H

Yes, more or less. But I don't see the mathematical or conceptual connection between Orch OR and IIT/Phi. Whats the biological and physical connection?  What are they actually talking about? Seriously.

Nigel

that your computational "cloud" of proto-conscious events is at the fundamental level of at least the standard model particles; if not at the space-time/quantum foam level - and Orch OR taps into it.

Stuart

Each E=h/t moment produces a 'quale'. Qualia space is in the configuration of pi stacks in microtubules resonant with qualia space in spacetime geometry vibrations.

Why do we need their IIT/Phi?

Nigel

At classical computational scales - Phi-IIT ones, the QG limit's attributes are maybe being approximated by (for example: Jeff Klune's Evolutionary Modularity, Anirban's Fractal Frequency, Game of Life, Self-Organised 
Criticality/Edge of Chaos/Feigenbaum Chaotic Bands/Mandelbrot boundaries), which to my understanding can display quantum-like non-local, non-computable and also universal computing behaviours to various 
degrees.

Stuart

These are perhaps like collapse. but they aren't collapse. They don't account for selection of particular states of reality, nor conscious moments by resonance with space-time geometry.

Nigel

We then get a chicken and egg scenario - which is more fundamental: physics or geometry?

 

Stuart 

Penrose takes geometry as fundamental I believe, the background framework for physics.

I don't have time now for the rest, except to say I do think Phi Golden mean ratio is important from biology down through space-time geometry, and maybe twistors. But I don't see what Phi/IIT has to do with it.

I'd be happy to have a rapprochement with IIT/Phi, but they've never acknowledged the existence or possible value of Orch OR.   

best

Stuart

Hi Nigel
(yes, you can post this and the other)

N

I note your continued concern at the Phi-IIT camp's position - I do hope that a "middle path" may eventually be possible in the fullness of time, 
especially since it seems that there are some really fundamental geometries and behaviours (Asynsis-Constructal ones), that both of your positions share.

S

My colleagues and I have published on hexagonal codes, phi, Fibonacci geometries in microtubules, the structures which organize all living cells, including, and especially, brain neurons
for over 30 years. We have mapped these geometris to microtubules, an essential and central component of brain function, including consciousness. Penrose-Hameroff Orch OR theory depends on them as well.

IIT talks about hexagonal codes, phi, Fibonacci in a general, abstract sense, without any biology, years after we mapped them onto microtubules. The membrane effects they measure and characterize as to 'phi' 
probably comes from deeper, 'higher Phi' microtubule vibrations as in Orch OR. And 'maxinal integration' the IIT sine qua non of consciousness, is Orch OR in microtubules in pyramidal soma and dendrites. 

From what you say, IIT is a shadowy imitation of Orch OR, detached from biology. 
And proponents of IIT dont recognize the existence of Orch OR, except to act to suppress it. 
IIT is an untestable mirage, Orch OR has by far, the most supportive evidence for any theory of consciousness,   

If there's middle ground to be found, IIT first needs to recognize Orch OR. 

Stuart

I tweaked my pdf in that regard and attach it for your convenience.

I'd also like to reference our exchange and post it to my blog and share the issues if you don't mind.

You might like this latest news - it seems that the Phi-Optimisation link can be extended all the way to Solar system dynamics:

http://asynsis.wordpress.com/2014/05/08/the-hum-do-solar-system-orbital-dynamics-display-asynsis-constructal-geometries-and-behaviours/

All the very best again!

http://asynsis.wordpress.com/2014/05/08/the-hum-do-solar-system-orbital-dynamics-display-asynsis-constructal-geometries-and-behaviours/


Hi Nigel 

Thanks for your latest. It confirms IIT is based on math/geometry (Golden Mean, Phi, Fibonacci) previously described in biological systems in Orch OR. IIT offers no biological correlates for this, as far as I can see. (You 
say they 'must', but I dont see any). So IIT, characterized by Chalmers, for example, as the 'leading theory' of consciousness is actually an abstract imitation of Orch OR, but without the relevant biology and physics, and 
without mentioning Orch OR. One wonders why it is considered the leading theory.

You may be interested in this book I co-authored before I began collaborating with Roger Penrose
Koruga D, Hameroff S, Withers J, Loutfy R, Sundareshan M (1993)
Fullerene C60 -History, Physics, Nanobiology, Nanotechnology
Elsevieer, Amsterdam ISBN 0-444-8983306

It is about Phi, Fibonacci and symmetry common to fullerenes and microtubules.

cheers
Stuart

Stuart,

Some rainy day Hong Kong weekend musings for you and Dave.

Einstein to Le Corbusier on the (Fibonacci Golden Ratio-based) Modulor:
"It makes a difficult job more easy".
(Anticipating the link between the Constructal law and the Asynsis principle)

“Reality is that which, when you stop believing in it, doesn't go away.”
Philip K Dick
 
The Asynsis principle & Consciousness
(some Blue Sky "Cloud" thinking)
 
 
I have to agree that Phi-IIT is basically heuristics, but Koch & Tononi are surely looking at biology too, such as neurone-firing cascades via fMRI and no doubt other 
scanning technologies to see if they can identify aspects of their predicted behaviours in the brain.
 
I'm sorry Koch & Tononi are not taking the Aniriban MT empirical evidence on board - they should perhaps consider it actually bolsters their position - rather than undermining it. Perhps they are hard core neo-Platonists 
and follow the Tegmark line that everything in physics and biology et al, can ultimately be derived from pure geometry - as he calls it, from his Level 4 Mathematical Multiverse.
Even so I believe Roger Penrose is also a neo-Platonist as I understand it  - so I hope there can be some middle ground there eventually.
The thing is, their informational geometry is quite similar to yours, which is actually physically based in the microtubules (and optimal dipole paths as qubits), and perhaps even in the E=h/t bifurcations of OR, so your 
process is indeed deeper and more fundamental, in that it all derives from a fundamental QM physics behaviour.
 
Interesting that this schematic from Tononi's more recent paper even looks like a schematic superposition.
So maybe their classical Phi-IIT regime really should be considered to be emerging from your QG Orch OR.
 

I speculate that these common optimal Penrose-Fibonacci geometries allow information to "tunnel" up and down from your Orch OR level right up through theirs and perhaps all the way down to the Planck scale and back 
up again for feedback and input-output with the environment.
Which would perhaps make the brain a kind of metaphoric holographic transceiver, with the MTs as the QG-frequency tuned “antennae”?
That's what you and Roger Penrose appear to me to be ultimately saying - that your computational "cloud" of proto-conscious events is at the fundamental level of at least the standard model particles; if not at the space-
time/quantum foam level - and Orch OR taps into it. 
At classical computational scales - Phi-IIT ones, the QG limit's attributes are maybe being approximated by (for example: Jeff Klune's Evolutionary Modularity, Anirban's Fractal Frequency, Game of Life, Self-Organised 
Criticality/Edge of Chaos/Feigenbaum Chaotic Bands/Mandelbrot boundaries), which to my understanding can display quantum-like non-local, non-computable and also universal computing behaviours to various 
degrees.
 
We then get a chicken and egg scenario - which is more fundamental: physics or geometry?
 
This of course goes back to Plato's "Form of the Good" - and I like Roger Penrose's relation:
 
Maths/Ideal World - Real Physical World/Beauty - Mentality/Morality: which he depicts as an Ouroborian-like cycle .

Finally, here's a totally off the wall conjecture (just for fun), in relation to the TSC 2014 Consciousness TV discussions speculating 
that the answer to the Hard problem might be right under our noses. 

It's entirely my own musings, and based on my limited understanding, just as an enthusiastic amateur who's interested in geometry and design in nature.
 
Consciousness: the Self as unitary, analogical geometry. 

The logic sequence beginning with its origin being "tuned into" the Quantum field - or at least QM superpositions:
 
▪    Orch OR Quantum wave function collapse R of stochastic linear Schrodinger equation U begins the process.



 
▪    Stochastic Period 2 bifurcations R are classical analogues of quantum R with logistic bifurcation maps like the Feigenbaum diagram being similarly, 
scaled-up analogues of the Schrodinger equation U.

 
▪    Deterministic chaos then in this scheme is a classical non-linear analogue of quantum superpositions/coherence entanglements.
 
▪    The Mandelbrot set Period 2 disk and bulbs are also effective Feigenbaum R of U iterations in the complex plane - based on Riemannian geometry. 
The M-set is a direct analogue of the Feigenbaum diagram.
 
▪    The Period 2 bifurcations of the Feigenbaum diagram cascades/iterations to the chaotic bands (boundaries for the M-set), have two constants, 
which can be approximated by asymptotic convergence to the golden ratio.
(see: http://asynsis.wordpress.com/2012/05/06/entropy-begets-design-qed/fibonacciphysletta06-2/)
 
▪    Period 2 golden ratio Feigenbaum diagram bifurcations are the lowest energy dynamic periods possible, period 3 and above take more energy, Period 1 is stasis.
(see: http://asynsis.wordpress.com/2014/02/28/biomimesis-to-cosmomimesis-beauty-and-sustainability-in-design/)
 

 
Feigenbaum-Mandelbrot Period 2 - Asynsis Geometries

▪    The golden ratio (period doubling) route to chaos is a classical means for systems to most optimally compute, to replicate the U quantum superposition 
state just prior to R, the wave function collapse.
It provides the most economical route to chaotic regimes, after the principle of least action. 
This allows a non-computable, complex classical world to be processed using quantum computation (and its modular classical analogues), most robustly, 
with the best error-correction, for the least energy and time cost.
This most economical, elegant route to the edge of chaos is a self organised critical, adaptive, phase transition process that spontaneously evolves 
modularity from resistances and displays universal computing and superposition/Godel-like incompleteness.
It's a classical analogue, a "simulacrum" of U, and the OR of the brain interacting with the external, classical complex non-linear world as a conscious, 
unitary entity, or self.

▪    The golden ratio is the only arithmetic and geometric partitioning of unity, of 1.
It's the hardest irrational number to approximate with rationals and the most irreducible of numbers.
(see: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_ratio)
 
▪    So we could say that OrchOR/Phi-IIT/Fractal Frequency-mediated unitary, individual human consciousness, the self - is most simply, 
concisely describable as the optimal, analogical & cardinal geometric signature of integrated, irreducible unity. It's an Occam's razor scenario.
 
▪    So the 1, "One" - the singular, unitary "I am", the "me" of the self is the exemplary expression of the golden ratio, as the geometric synergy 
of the quantum-classical computational, integrated, irreducible, modularised complex that is Phi-IIT, derived as it is from Orch OR.
 
▪    (One)Self = Analogical Unity = Golden ratio

 
 
Phi-Penta

So can this be a route to solving the Hard problem?
Is the conscious human Self the ultimate expression in nature of information sharing - with itself?
Is the multiscale, multivalent unity-synergising Penrose-Fibonacci golden ratio, its pure geometry: optimally, analogically bridging both the quantum 
and the classical worlds? Does it (in a sense), synergise the entire Universe into our consciousness via resonance with the (universal limit, like the Big Bang in 
the past and Black Hole in the potential future - both outwards) quantum field, which is the also at the edge of the universe, but inwards?
Is the conscious, unitary Self a holographic geometric analogue of the entire Universe?
I'm not ascribing anything especially significant to the golden ratio/Fibonacci geometry itself by the way - more speculating that this geometrical signature seems 
to be an emergent pattern that often describes various optimising, analogical and unifying behaviours inherent in, and innate to nature.

“I'm not much but I'm all I have.” 
Philip K Dick

Stuart,

That's a very good question, which I suggest he would be (by far), the best qualified person to answer directly.

I'll just venture my understanding, noting again that the bridge between your quantum-gravitational Orch OR
and his classical-computational Phi-IIT seems to be Asynsis optimal, analogical geometries as signatures of Constructal flow facilitation behaviours.

This apparent FIbonacci geometry bridge between the two, as described by you both separately, seems quite compelling to me 
because it is an optimal, analogical, most robust under perturbation, creatively fecund fractal geometry, as Roger Penrose demonstrates so beautifully with his tilings. 

http://asynsis.wordpress.com/2012/05/06/entropy-begets-design-qed/fibonacciphysletta06-2/
http://asynsis.wordpress.com/2014/02/28/biomimesis-to-cosmomimesis-beauty-and-sustainability-in-design/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_ratio


PenroseTIles

So, to answer - my limited understanding of Tononi's measurement of Phi from brain computation is essentially:

1. Integrated, irreducible information as a gestalt - as a whole being optimally greater than the sum of its parts 
and being unable to be reduced to its parts - is an emergent aspect of analogical Fibonacci geometry.

2. It allows the maximum repertoire of states (a classical analogue of quantum superpositions),
to create a complex, which yields qualia.

3. These qualia take the form of geometric shapes in phase space.

Which sounds like your microtubule dipole "the path is the qubit" scaled up in time and space to the classical neurone-firing array scale.

4. From page 172 of his (highly recommended) book PHI:

" Integrated information measures how much can be distinguished by the whole above and beyond its parts, and Phi is its symbol.
A complex is where Phi reaches its maximum, and therein lives one consciousness - a single entity of existence."

He also likens highest Phi - consciousness to the complex at the core of an onion, enveloped in the concentric layers around it.

To me, he's expressed the classical analogue of your Orch OR quantum processes - together, the combined orchestration of 
the microtubules, neurones, neurone-complexes, brain regions performing CA-Game of Life universal computation at self-organised
criticality are the combined quantum-classical orchestrated symphony that gives full, rich expression to human consciousness.

The simplest, most elegant, robust and economical geometry (that also best preserves superposition & non-computabilty), to marshal that orchestration,
is Fibonacci-Penrose geometry, as also described by the Asynsis principle-Constructal law of design in nature.

So, IMHO - I think that between the two approaches (Orch OR & Phi-IIT) - as Dave Chalmers hinted at, you may have the makings of a Unified Theory of Consciousness.

I also attach two of his recent papers on the subject for your convenience and coverage of another highly relevant paper 
on the evolutionary origins of modularity from the AI field, which seems to also demonstrate (via connection cost/resistance),
the Constructal origins of fractal/modular geometries.

Nigel

How does Tononi's description relate to what it is he is measuring as Phi from the brain?

s

Stuart,

Btw, here is Page 164-5 of Giulio's magical realist book Phi, which explicitly cites the Golden Ratio (generated by the Fibonacci Series) 
as (at the very least), the poetic inspiration behind φ Phi-IIT.

He kindly directed me to this page himself.

Hi Stuart,

Thanks for your kind May day reply - I'm very honoured (and frankly, slightly stupefied), by your interest.

I will look up the Borges-Hexagon paper you mentioned.

I think this can be a more fruitful conversation if I cc Adrian Bejan from Duke as well.

Adrian, here's the link to the Towards a Science of Consciousness conference that I've been following in the last week.

http://www.ustream.tv/recorded/46234148
http://www.consciousness.arizona.edu/

As a non-scientist professional architect (but keen amateur complexity researcher over the last 20 years) - I feel my best contribution to any conversations here can be as a discursive, holistic thinker, perhaps pulling (in 
the spirit of design as applied philosophy), several hitherto disparate streams of inquiry together.

To address your points in turn:

1. Regarding Hexagon-Pentagon optimal relationships - please refer to this attached paper on weaire-phelan foam and this article on Universal Optima:

http://www.simonsfoundation.org/quanta/20131220-nudging-spheres-closer-little-by-little/

Apparently bees build honeycomb hexagonal structures because they enclose the most volume of honey/bees for the least wax.

2. The BICEP 2 results are very exciting and fascinating, but I understand that the jury is still out until the results are hopefully repeated, 
so I guess we'll have to wait and see if it's black hole mergers/magnetic fields or chaotic eternal inflation from before the big bang - or something 
spurious from within our own universe/other error sources.
 
What's Copernican & revolutionary about this though is that we're now actually seriously talking about aeons before the BB!
We've just stuck our heads through another of Kepler's mysterium cosmographicum shells it seems. Interesting times indeed.

For what it's worth, I'm sympathetic to Andre Linde's position because he sees inflation as a kind of
infinite Cantor set, an archetypal fractal, which we now know (thanks to Adrian), are the geometric 
signatures of Constructal law thermodynamic (flow to equilibrium) behaviours.

http://www.scoop.it/t/constructal-design?page=4

3. On Phi-IIT & Hexagonal geometries - I speculate that the IIT process is a form of exergy, so subject to the rules of thermodynamics,
and therefore will have evolved to be optimal as a temporal-spatial process. Since the microtubule-tubulin physical structure is also Hexagonal like weaire-phelan foam perhaps we should expect to see the same or 
analogous geometries in the computational processes of IIT, without necessarily finding explicit hexagonal shapes.

4. On Phi-IIT & Fibonacci - I feel Giulio himself is the best qualified person to answer your particular query in detail - since it's his position.

I would just add that Max in his recent New Scientist article referred to "phase transition zones" as being the likely domains of consciousness. 
I speculate that region is analogous to Penrose tilings (eg: two type - darts & kites, tiling regularly without repetition to infinity), Game of Life
and Wolfram Class 4 Rule30/110 CA's - universal/non-local behaviours first popularised by John Conway, Chris Langton and Stuart Kaufman.

http://nautil.us/issue/13/symmetry/impossible-cookware-and-other-triumphs-of-the-penrose-tile

http://www.ustream.tv/recorded/46234148
http://www.consciousness.arizona.edu/
https://www.google.com/search?q=weaire-phelan+foam&newwindow=1&es_sm=91&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=JzRjU9jONIeakgWk64G4Bw&ved=0CDYQsAQ
http://www.simonsfoundation.org/quanta/20131220-nudging-spheres-closer-little-by-little/
https://www.google.com/search?q=mysterium+cosmographicum&newwindow=1&es_sm=91&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=MC5jU7a2A9WUuASayYGQCQ&ved=0CDMQsAQ
http://www.scoop.it/t/constructal-design?page=4
https://www.google.com/search?q=weaire-phelan+foam&newwindow=1&es_sm=91&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ei=JzRjU9jONIeakgWk64G4Bw&ved=0CDYQsAQ
http://nautil.us/issue/13/symmetry/impossible-cookware-and-other-triumphs-of-the-penrose-tile


If there is a connection with Period 2-Energy minimising (Period doubling route to chaos is the lowest energy route to universal computation zones),
behaviours in the Feigenbaum diagram and Mandelbrot set - we may have a QED here for how Fibonacci geometry is behind both
phase transition/Game of Life/rule 30/110 and Max Phi-IIT.

http://asynsis.wordpress.com/2012/05/06/entropy-begets-design-qed/fibonacciphysletta06-2/
 
In short - I speculate that Giulio's Phi-IIT is the "Orch" in Orch OR at the classcial-computational scale - the classical analogue (scaled-up), 
from your quantum-graviational OR. They are bridged (in Anirban's Fractal Frequency sense) by Fibonacci geometry
simply because it's the most elegant and economical. 

Truth and Beauty, good Form following true Flow in the Platonic sense.

From the Penrose Nautilus article:

Penrose
 tiles bridged the golden ratio, the math we invent, and the math in the world around us.
#AsynsisConstructal
http://

On the I-Qing, I played it just before I left Australia to pursue my architectural studies in London, and I got: "Fire on the Mountain"

It's still working for me. :-)

Hope to share an Ultrasound/Martini some day! 

Many thanks and Kind regards,   

Nigel Anthony Reading ARB-UK RIBA-LEED GA  
BA Dip Arch CPPA (UCL)
Design Director  

Dear Nigel

Thanks very much. We referred to Borges and his Library of Babel hexagons in regard to microtubule memory 
coding and scale-invariant geometry in our PLoS Computational Biology paper on CaMKII hexagonal encoding. 
A firiend of mine is also pushing the hexagonal I-Ching geometry into this, and to me it looks like the 
so-called gravity wave polarization patterns from the recent BICEP2 results look hexagonal. Max Tegmark mistenly cited this as evidence for inflation, but Roger Penrose says the B mode signals are magnetic fields from 
before the Big Bang. 

I confess I fail to see a connection between Orch OR and IIT except for the fact that Orch OR describes maximal integration in the form of microtubule processing which culminates in Orch OR which can then trigger 
axonal spikes, or not. Is there hexagonal symmetry and Fibonacci geometry in Phi?  What exactly is 'Phi' supposed to be measuring, neurophysiologically?

Take care of your tubules.

cheers

Stuart

Hi Stuart, 

Thanks for a great 20th anniversary TSC Conference as relayed by Conscious Central TV with Nick and the team. 

It's been a great revelation for me - epiphanic. 

The hexagonal geometry you keep finding at different scales in cognitive behaviours and structures has a simple origin - minimal energy/matter and
the principle of least action. The geometry that generates it is truncated cube-octahedral/hexagonal & pentagonal, 12&14-sided.

Looks familiar, no?

Why
#Fractals?
“The Designs we see in nature are not chance. They rise naturally, spontaneously, because they enhance access to flow”
#Constructal
Adrian Bejan - Duke University

Here's the proof from the study of minimal energy foams - after Lord Kelvin's original problem.

http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/09500839.2011.645898

As an architect and geometer, I'm also deeply interested in complexity and fractal geometry, most recently through the prism of the Constructal law of design in nature,
I have a similar relationship with Adrian Bejan (also initiated 20 years ago), as you did at the outset of yours with Roger Penrose.
Here's news from the 8th Annual Constructal law conference which I was lucky enough to present at - held in Nanjing in October of last year, 2013.
http://www.scoop.it/t/asynsis-principle-constructal-law
https://www.facebook.com/nigel.reading/media_set?set=a.10151986830704402.1073741833.761509401&type=3

For what it's worth - I think Dave Chalmers (a fellow Aussie btw), is right - there's a convergence in the making between Orch OR and Phi-IIT.
The reason? They share the same optimal, analogical (Phi-Fibonacci), geometry at different scales and times - which is explained here:

http://asynsis.wordpress.com

So here's where I'm coming from (lots of recent coverage of the TSC) - feel free to connect and all the best with your great work and the ongoing quest!
https://twitter.com/ASYNSIS
http://about.me/asynsis
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Asynsis/134142719983026?ref=br_rs

Plus as an appendix to the above dialogue: 
Notes on Christof Koch (supporter of Phi-IIT) Interview in Nautilus Issue 19
http://nautil.us/issue/19/illusions/ingenious-christof-koch

Koch:

"In a sense it takes us back to Pythagoras—you know in Sicily, the Greek philosopher and mathematician in Sicily who said that everything is ultimately numbers.
 
It ultimately makes this assertion that consciousness is a particular informational structure in a high dimensional space."
 
Sounds just like the elementary #Asynsis geometry E8 ToE of Garrett Lisi (please also refer to Galileo's irreducible Φ - Cyclotomic roots of Unity(?) reference on page 164 of Tononi's Φ book):
 
http://deferentialgeometry.org/epe/epe4/
http://www.nature.com/scientificamerican/journal/v23/n3s/full/scientificamericanuniverse0814-96.html
 
"… So that’s the advantage of IIT. So IIT—finally, we have something that philosophers have not been able to do over the last 2,600 years with a precise mathematical definition of what it is, how to measure it. In fact, that’s 
… It has this number called Φ that measures sort of the quantity. It has an informational structure that measures the quality of it so you can now make some very precise statements about consciousness."
 
So like Hofstadter's loops, my mind (and yours) are on my mind, and the amazing fact that both the leading Φ-IIT and OrchOR theories of consciousness are based on the #Universality of #SelfOrganisedCritical #Asynsis 
geometries facilitating maximum entropy generation and universality computation via optimal energy dissipation (perhaps even emerging from a quantum-classical neo-Platonic scale for OrchOR).
 
So to cuisine; it seems the Promethean invention of cooking allowed for our better (calorie) burning (and information processing), brains. (Good) Form follows (True) Flow in information processing too.
 
Cooking food means the energy otherwise used for the digestion of raw food in apes can instead be used to power our brains. So our minds are like the cooking fire, fuelled by more calorific material (just like wood and 
oxygen would have done for a real primordial fire in the African Rift Valley where we evolved), burning bigger and brighter, emitting more heat and light.
More energy equals higher order phase transitions, higher dimensions or nested permutations and feedback, taking our minds to a regime analogous to Penrose tessellations, the Chaotic bands of the Feigenbaum diagram 
or the infinitely varied, multi-scale boundary of the Mandelbrot set.

http://asynsis.wordpress.com/2012/05/06/entropy-begets-design-qed/fibonacciphysletta06-2/
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23AsynsisConstructal&src=hash
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23AsynsisConstructal&src=hash
http://t.co/FdzWLrg5w4
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23Fractals&src=hash
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23Fractals&src=hash
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23Constructal&src=hash
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23Constructal&src=hash
http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/09500839.2011.645898
http://www.scoop.it/t/asynsis-principle-constructal-law
https://www.facebook.com/nigel.reading/media_set?set=a.10151986830704402.1073741833.761509401&type=3
http://asynsis.wordpress.com/
https://twitter.com/ASYNSIS
http://about.me/asynsis
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Asynsis/134142719983026?ref=br_rs
http://nautil.us/issue/19/illusions/ingenious-christof-koch
http://deferentialgeometry.org/epe/epe4/
http://www.nature.com/scientificamerican/journal/v23/n3s/full/scientificamericanuniverse0814-96.html


The lowest energy, optimal and analogical route to those regimes is via the golden ratio - #AsynsisConstructal path. Entropy is generated, but because it is an energy-dissipative, exothermic combustion process (like a flame 
emitting heat and light), local entropy is reduced - the flowing flame form being like a plasma, while global entropy is exported - in the form of smoke and ashes. http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fire

Perhaps the reason flame-like consciousness has a fractal, holographic multidimensional nature can originally be traced to the #Asynsis Icosahedral/Dodecahedral dual E8 Lie group, since it may be the fundamental, 
elementary geometry that our world emerges from?
 
So I suggest that we are more conscious than say, a chimp (or any other creature) - because our brains burn brighter, consuming more energy for our body mass, than theirs do. That higher Φ-IIT value results from a higher 
order phase-transition/dimensional regime of neuronal processes, generated by greater energy consumption per body mass than any other animal.
 
What might that higher dimensional computational space be ultimately derived from?
The suggestion is: Life's Spark is Ignited from the Quantum ("cloud-computing") realm, as an #Asynsis geometry-fractal resonance up into the Classical scale as Universality in "devices and apps" like us. Φ-IIT/OrchOR 
Consciousness is its Apple-like (synergised hardware-software) apotheosis.

 
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/books/bookreviews/11096464/Life-on-the-Edge-the-Coming-of-Age-of-Quantum-Biology-by-Jim-Al-Khalili-and-Johnjoe-McFadde.html
http://www.economist.com/news/books-and-arts/21633782-how-quantum-theory-helping-explain-mysteries-life-science-nature
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Life-Edge-Coming-Quantum-Biology/dp/0593069315
http://www.quantamagazine.org/20141015-at-the-far-ends-of-a-new-universal-law/
 
So Bon Appetit! #AsynsisConstructal.
http://about.me/asynsis

Many thanks and Kind regards,   

Nigel Anthony Reading ARB-UK RIBA-LEED GA  
BA Dip Arch CPPA (UCL)
Design Director  

ASYNSIS Architecture + Design  
Form follows Flow  

asynsis.com | http://about.me/asynsis | asynsis.nar@me.com
+852 9370 1841 | +86 132 9610 9218

Asynsis-Constructal: Synergising Simplexity with More for Less
A new optimal design, construction & operations paradigm merging beauty with sustainability 

Da Vinci's (other) Code: Asynsis published in South China Morning Post 
Hong Kong, Sunday 19 January 2014  
http://www.scoop.it/t/asynsis-principle-constructal-law  

ASYNSIS @ TEDx WanChai Sat 23 Aug 2014
Asynsis principle: Dao of Design in Nature & Culture:
Where Greek Beauty meets Chinese Health & Fortune
http://asynsis.styleonedigital.com/archives/4017
http://www.tedxwanchai.com/speaker-detail.php?id=36

UKTI 10 Downing St GREAT Festival of Creativity 
Hong Kong PMQ + Shanghai LONG Museum - Lantern Festival March 2015
http://asynsis.styleonedigital.com/archives/4038
https://www.events.ukti.gov.uk/great-festival-of-creativity-shanghai/page/index/

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/asynsisconstructal
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fire
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/asynsis
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/books/bookreviews/11096464/Life-on-the-Edge-the-Coming-of-Age-of-Quantum-Biology-by-Jim-Al-Khalili-and-Johnjoe-McFadde.html
http://www.economist.com/news/books-and-arts/21633782-how-quantum-theory-helping-explain-mysteries-life-science-nature
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Life-Edge-Coming-Quantum-Biology/dp/0593069315
http://www.quantamagazine.org/20141015-at-the-far-ends-of-a-new-universal-law/
http://about.me/asynsis

